European Aviation Safety Agency

APPROVAL CERTIFICATE

REFERENCE EASA.145.7026

Taking into account the provisions of Article 9(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1592/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council and the Technical Arrangements for maintenance currently in force between the European Aviation Safety Agency and TCCA, the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) hereby certifies:

CASCADE AEROSPACE INC
TCCA Aircraft Maintenance Organisation Number: TCA AMO 88-00
Abbotsford International Airport, 1337 Townline Road
Abbotsford, British Columbia
Canada, V2T 6E1

as a Part-145 maintenance organisation approved to maintain the products listed in the TCCA Approval Certificate and associated Category Limitations Document and to issue related certificates of release to service using the above reference, subject to the following conditions:

1. The scope of the approval is limited to that specified on the TCCA Approval Certificate, and the associated category limitations documents for work carried out in Canada. (Unless otherwise agreed in a particular case by EASA).
2. This approval requires continued compliance with CAR 573 and the differences as specified in the Technical arrangements for maintenance, including the use of the TCCA Form 24-0078 for release/return to service of components up to and including powerplants.
3. Certificates of return to service must quote the EASA Part 145 approval reference number quoted above and the TCCA AMO number.
4. Subject to compliance with the foregoing conditions, this approval shall remain valid for an unlimited duration until the approval is surrendered, superseded, suspended or revoked.

Date of issue: 26th October 2004
Signed
For EASA